Introduction
The need to measure the absorbed doses within and around irradiated body tissues necessitates the use of carefully selected materials from which phantoms and radiation detectors are constructed. The fundamental advantage of such materials is that their employment can permit determination of absorbed doses when information on the energy and nature of the charged particles at the point of interest is incomplete or fragmentary. However, the required degree of agreement necessary between the measured and "actual" absorbed doses depends upon the intended application of the data, with some specialties demanding better agreement than others.
Whatever the reason for attempting absorbed dose estimations, the most suitable materials should be used in the construction of any bulk phantom being employed. This is true for all categories of phantoms from simple tanks of liquid and regular, solid blocks to complex anthropomorphic models. For a given radiation type and energy, these materials should absorb and scatter the radiation to the same extent, within known acceptable limits, as the irradiated tissue.
The radiation detectors should also be constructed from appropriate materials. Consequently, the choice of the wall and gas filling of ionization chambers and proportional counters and the choice of the composition of other detectors must take into account the charged particle spectrum produced by the radiation interacting with these materials and the energy lost by the charged particles on traversing the sensitive volume of the detector.
Accurate absorbed dose measurements are essential in radiotherapy for routine machine calibrations and whenever new treatment techniques are being evaluated prior to clinical use [ICRU Reports 23 (ICRU, 1973); 24 (lCRU, 1976); 35 (ICRU, 1984a) ]. Because of the diversity of radiation modalities and treatment procedures now used in modern radiotherapy centers, radiation physicists require, for dosimetric measurements, a wide range of phantom materials in the form of solids, liquids, and gels, simulating many different tissues. Reliable bolus materials to provide extra scatter, build-up, or attenuation in the radiation beam 1 may also be required in certain treatment procedures. The introduction of treatment planning assisted by computed tomography (CT) has given impetus to improving the precision and realism of dosimetric measurements in this specialty, by providing more detailed information on the distribution and attenuating properties of body tissues (McCullough, 1975; Rutherford et al., 1976a, b; Geise and McCullough, 1977) .
In radiodiagnosis, patient dosimetry is undertaken when the imaging capabilities of new techniques are being assessed. Partial body sections or anthropomorphic models are used to assess surface and internal body doses for such techniques as mammography, digital radiography, and computed tomography (Stanton and Lightfoot, 1966; Gilbertson et al., 1970; White and Tucker, 1980; White et al., 1981) and in the calibration of nuclear medicine in-vivo equipment (Elliott et al., 1979) . In fact, the introduction of CT, with its ability to identify small differences in tissue composition, has stimulated the improvement of many phantom materials used for imaging assessments.
In radiation protection, whole-body and organ doses frequently have to be assessed for a wide range of radiation fields (ICRP, 1977) . Charged particle, photon and neutron fields from external radiation sources and internally incorporated radionuclides may have to be considered. In some of these evaluations, larger differences between measured and actual doses may be acceptable, allowing greater mismatch between simulating material and body tissue.
The most challenging applications of tissue-simulating materials are often found in radiobiology when new and unexplored areas are being investigated. In studies involving both macrodosimetry and microdosimetry, the use of materials closely simulating the important body tissues is essential if meaningful results are to be obtained [ICRU Reports 30 (ICRU, 1979a); 36 (lCRU, 1983) ].
Since its use in ICRU Report lOb (ICRU, 1964) , several ICRU Reports have employed the term tissueequivalent material and it has been specifically defined in four Reports [ICRU Reports lOd (ICRU, 1963a); 23 (lCRU, 1973); 24 (ICRU, 1976) ; 30 (ICRU, 1979a)j. For example, in ICRU Report 30 a tissueequivalent material is defined as " ... a material, the absorption and scattering properties of which, for a given irradiation, simulate as nearly as possible those of a given biological material such as soft tissue, muscle, bone, or fat .. . ". As the term tissue-equivalent material is often seriously misused in the literature, with materials of unknown or dubious composition being attributed these properties, it will not be used in this Report. Instead, the broader term tissue substitute, used in ICRU Report 26 (ICRU, 1977) , is adopted. Whenever necessary, the degree of simulation offered by a tissue substitute for use as a phantom material or radiation detector is given in this Report by providing comparative radiation interaction and dosimetric data.
This Report initially gives the physical quantities that should be considered when tissue substitutes are selected for dosimetric studies and other measurements using photons (10 keV to 100 MeV), electrons (10 keV to 100 MeV), neutrons (25 meV to 100 MeV) and heavy charged particles (1 to 500 MeV) (Sections 2 and 3). The important human body tissues requiring simulation are discussed and their elemental compositions, mass densities, and electron densities are tabulated (Section 4) . Comparative interaction and depthdose data for selected tissue substitutes are presented (Section 5). Conclusions are given in the final section. The Appendices include detailed tabulations of the elemental compositions and physical characteristics of the tissue substitutes considered; the interaction data for all the body tissues and tissue substitutes quoted in the Report, and an outline of the formulation and fabrication techniques used in the production of tissue substitute materials.
No attempt has been made in this Report to include every tissue substitute that has appeared in the literature. The 62 tissue substitutes selected include the most commonly used materials and those recent formulations that have potentially useful applications in radiation dosimetry and measurements. Air substitutes used in the measurement of exposure will not be considered.
